
Recruit Release Notes Changes Launching 2016-3-10 
 
Waivers see it on your QA site 

 
Analysts can now enter a requested waiver duration in 
their search waiver requests. Waiver durations can be 
time-limited or permanent. This should give approvers 
enough information to approve or deny a waiver request.  
 
 
On that note, we have also implemented approvals for 
search waivers. Analysts can now submit a search waiver 
request to an approval workflow set by a Recruit 
administrator, so that  approvers and the central office can 
approve or deny a request. 
 
 

 
 
Waiver approvals work similarly to recruitment approvals: 
approvers will receive notification emails, and they can 
find their request in the Approvals dashboard. Approvers 
can also download the search waiver request PDF from 
the approvals screen. Once all approvers have signed off 
on the request, the PDF is snapshotted.  
 
 
Recruitments 
 
We have started development of the applicant specializations feature. Analysts can now 
create a custom list of specializations when creating a search plan.  

Applicants can self-select as many or 
as few specializations as they wish, 
and they may edit their selections 
until the recruitment’s final date. 
Analysts can find the applicant 
specializations on the applicant 
review page.  
 



Other Enhancements 
 
We have upgraded file uploading across the site, so that it no longer requires a page 
reload. That means successful file uploads are quicker all over. 

 
Locations in website with file uploading: 

● Waiver candidate Information - CV upload 
● Waiver justification - grant documents 
● Recruitment documentation uploads 
● Recruitment Ad documents and evidences  

 
 
 
 

Bugs ‘n Things 
● We fixed an issue where using the “<” character would truncate text in text fields 
● We fixed an issue where users who updated reference requirements with empty 

fields would receive a vague error message.  
● We changed some fields in the Waivers API from objects to text 
● We fixed an issue with the appointments Waivers CSV output 
● We fixed a bug where viewing the Diversity tab for very old online recruitments 

with anonymous surveys raised an exception 
 
 


